
A. SOCIAL IMPACT
SUMMIT

BY ASPARGOVE 

The first-ever "A. Social Impact  Summit" was held

from the 7-10 August at the Panmure Community Hall

in Auckland. 135 people registered pre-summit, and

over 150 people attended over the four days. 

When Aspargove founder Philippa Holmes began

designing the Summit series, it was done with a desire

to create a Social Impact focused space where people

and projects from across-sectors and disciplines could

come together to connect, contribute and grow.

Aspargove wanted this Summit to be a space where

the voice of womxn, the voice of brown people and

the work of decolonisation was woven throughout the

design and delivery. 

Aspargove was grateful to have Rākau Tautoko and GO

as cohosts for days 1 - 3 and to have Rākau Tautoko

and Flipping East round out the Summit with the

Tāmaki Youth Symposium on day 4. 

The four-day Summit was a mixture of speakers, panel

discussions, workshops, presentations, activities and

networking. The Summit created a space where

people were able to connect with others across

diverse projects and sectors and be inspired,

empowered and excited about social impact and their

place in it.

38 SOCIAL IMPACT

PRACTITIONERS  PARTICIPATED

IN SUMMIT CO-DESIGN 

4 DAY SESSIONS + 2 NIGHT

SESSIONS OVER 4 DAYS

150 + PEOPLE LEARNING

AND SHARING TOGETHER

E V E N T  H I G H L I G H T S

35 SPEAKERS IMPARTING

EXPERIENCE AND WISDOM
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The seeds of this project stemed from frustrations and

needs around the lack of spaces to connect, talk and

learn about Social Impact. The human-centred design

approach helped test if others saw the same needs and

provide an opportunity to add their thoughts

Using TIES (Tāmaki Inclusive Engagement Strategy) and

the Stanford d.School human-centred design process

as a framework we designed and delivered 7 face to

face interviews and a four hour co-creation drop in

session. We created a relaxed space where people

could talk, connect and come through at different times

which helped us obtain greater insights from the

session. 38 social impact practitioners from across

diverse sectors attended the June 2019 co-creation

session. The sectors represented at the session were,

Government, Business, Social Enterprise, Non-profits,

Mana Whenua, Local Council, Community and

Grassroots.

Aspargove brought co-hosts to share information that

was heard and captured and from there came up with

eight golden threads that were used to guide the

overall feel of the Summit and the content across the

days. 

● Consciousness of what we do ● Growth 

● Process and Systems ● Policy ● Eco System

● Village of people creating impact  ● Self ● Toolbox

CO-CREATING THE SUMMIT 

Rākau Tautoko

GO

Flipping East 

The summit was a collaborative effort.

Aspargove brought on three other local

co -hosts for the summit:

Aspargove and GO hosted the first 3

days, Rākau Tautoko and Flipping East

hosted the Youth Symposium. The

Gaming + Impact session was co-hosted

with Standing Fierce a local, nationally

recognised e-sports organisation.

Collaborating with local, regional and

national partners was key to making the

summit possible and accessible for all

to attend free of charge .The Summit

was made possible through the support

and partnership from Panuku

Development, Maungakiekie-Tāmaki

Local Board, Auckland Council-

Community Empowerment Unit,

Auckland Council- Community Places

(Panmure Community Hall), Panmure

Business Association, Hub Zero, Otago

Polytechnic, Pak n Save Glen Innes, Kiwi

Harvest, Fenchurch, and the Tāmaki

Youth Wellbeing Collective.

COLLABORATION

https://www.tamakiinclusive.com/
https://rakautautoko.com/
https://www.facebook.com/flippingeast
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Social Impact Exhibition - Open Space

Aspargove founder Philippa Holmes

curated this exhibition, to explore Social

Innovation, Impact and Change. The

exhibition was a space to think about how

we approach and show up to this work and

ask ourselves if we are approaching impact

in ways that empower ourselves and the

communities and the world around us. It

provided insights and examples of what

happens when we get Social Impact right

and the devastation of when we don't. The

exhibition was open for people to engage

with the entire summit.

Exhibition Round-table

Facilitated by the co-hosts the round-table

was a conversation to unpack the exhibition

and what resonated, what felt challenging,

what inspired those who experienced it and

more. The space was created to kōrero

about insights, mindset shifts and the

responsibility we have in how we approach

social impact in the world.

An Evening with Impact - Social Impact

Screening Evening

A movie night with a twist, an evening

where participants watched inspiring social

impact, innovation and change talks and

examples from NZ and around the world.

The evening explored the diversity in social

impact needs, aspiration and approaches. 

WEDNESDAY

100+ people went through the exhibition over the

four days

18 people participated in the exhibition round-table

What the exhibition achieved was having people stop

and think about the implications of Social Impact

when it goes wrong, the ingredients we need to

ensure it has positive ripples in the world and that

those of us leading this work of change need to

make sure we check and inform ourselves first.

On day one, 7 people walked out. 3 of those people

reached out to myself or one of the co-hosts and

talked through why they walked out and came in the

following days and brought more people from their

organisations with them.

Daniella Papi Thorton's work on Heropreneurship we

showcased and her TED talk Reclaiming Social

Entrepreneurship resonated with so many people.

All the videos shown resonated with those who

attended and all participated actively in discussions

to share personal insights and changes they would

make in their own practice. Requests for links to all

material were prevalent.

Exhibition & Round-table

Social Impact Screening 

IMPACT
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Impact 101 and introducing the Impact

Toolbox

A session led by Aspargove and GO,

which delved into what is Social Impact.

We explored a variety of approaches

and practices that you need for impact.

This included a re-showing of the

heropreneurship video from the Impact

screening.

Ideas for Impact Session 

This session was an open space for

attendees to bring their impact ideas

and talk it through with someone and

figure out their next steps. This was for

ideas at any stage from just a thought to

a project already planned and in need

of a sounding board. Helping people

figure out if they should be a social

enterprise or non-profit. Aspargove,

Rākau Tautoko and GO provided their

expertise and experience.

Gaming + Impact 

An evening where we delved into all

things gaming and looked at gaming

through the lens of community

development and social impact.The

Gaming + Impact discussion explored

our comfort zones, our knowledge and

helped give and gain insight from

parents, gamers and those in decision

making roles around gaming in the

community.

THURSDAY

2 people brought challenges they were facing to the

group 

12 people from diverse fields helped bounce around

ideas.

One of those people who brought a challenge shared

post Summit that the session had enabled her to

save a contract she was delivering and that the help

and advice offered that day was what she had spent

the last year searching for.

5 ideas were pitched

Plantation Conversations, led by young Pasifika

women, won the pitchathon and used their prize to

create a film piece called Faces of Oceania which

was shown at our local arts centre Te Oro.

Awakened Indigo, led by a young Māori, also

received support for their idea including resources

and a space.

20 people attended this session

People in attendance brought up concerns and

questions 

A person in attendance expressed that their mindset

had been completely changed about gaming

including a more positive outlook on his sons gaming

People positively responded to learning about peer

reviewed research about the lack of correlation

between violence and video games.

Impact 101 and Ideas for Impact session

The morning session morphed into one open space. 

Pitchathon

Gaming + Impact

IMPACT
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Regenerative Practise from Self to

System

Steve Henry, a lecturer for the Bachelor

of Leadership for Change at Otago

Polytechnic led this session to explore

the three lines of work and what it looks

like to be a Regenerative Practitioner

and why it matters when doing the work

of social impact and change.

Panel: The role of wellbeing and self in

social impact

The work of Social Impact is important,

what is also essential and often

overlooked are the actual people

engaged in and leading the impact. This

panel discussion explored the role of

wellbeing and self in social impact; we

had four panelists join us to host the

conversation.

Breakout Sessions

Two breakout sessions explored

different impact projects and work; each

session presented back to back. A local

movement against family violence

known as HEART and the Bachelor for

Leadership of Change programme. 

The diversity of Impact Showcase

This impact showcase brings a diverse

group of speakers to talk about what

they are doing in the world.What better

way to explore the diversity of impact.

FRIDAY

85+ people attended these sessions

7 of the 12 speakers were indigenous females

(Maori, Pasifika and Native American)

Speakers came from different sectors delivering

social impact including education, sport, climate

change, indigenous rights, family violence, film and

youth work

Attendees expressed their appreciation for the time

and space given to share with each other their

thoughts and feelings throughout the sessions.

Speakers shared how great it was to present in a

space that was relaxed which created a safe space

for questions and discussions.

Our youngest speaker Aigagalefili had the

opportunity for her conversation be filmed for a

climate change documentary at the summit.

This session was attended by agencies and

organisations such as Te Puni Kokiri, Oranga

Tamariki, AUT, Auckland Regional Migrant Services,

UoA, TRC, Auckland Council and other local services.

A young social work student drove from University of

Waikato to attend

The panel gained positive feedback for sharing

indigenous methods of grounding the self and caring

for our well-being.

Friday sessions were dedicated to practitioners in the

field of social impact

IMPACT
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Phenomenal Young Women

Flipping East

Paired Up

No Six -Local digital media company

SKIP

Tamaki Youth Collective

Baha'i Youth

Tāmaki herehere ngā waka -

combining placemaking with our

community whakapapa.

Index Results Projects - grabbed the

results from our live test and ran with

them!

Mural in Panmure - Our local

renowned artist Gary Silipa created a

local Panmure art piece with youth!

Riverside Rangatahi - Rap session led

by youth from Riverside community.

Showcase

 The showcase included a collection of

seven different initiatives for

participants to choose from, that

showcased social impact in action

alongside and for our young people. 

 Index Launch and Test

Flipping East and The Tāmaki Youth

Wellbeing Collective worked

collaboratively on developing a Youth

Wellbeing Index. 

Real Project Working 

Four real life Tāmaki projects that were

focused on youth wellbeing and growth;

SATURDAY

70+ people attended the Youth Symposium

The showcase part of the session allowed young 

 groups to present who contribute to youth

wellbeing.

A local young women lead for Phenomenal Young

Women spoke confidently about the program and

quoted a researcher she had heard in the previous

days session. She was a bit shy at first but by the

end she felt confident due to the relaxed vibe

created and asked if she could have more

opportunities to do something similar.

IMPACT

YOUTH SYMPOSIUM
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Creating a space for all to learn

With the help of the team we created a space that was

a comfortable, no pressure space to allow learning and

sharing to occur. The sessions for the summit were a

menu where people could come in and out as they

needed to. People would go to work and come back

later or just come during their lunch hour.

Free for all

The financial barrier to attend these learning and

gathering spaces is prohibitive to practitioners and

those interested in Social Impact work. This is why we

worked to make it free to allow all who wanted to learn

and grow to attend. 75% of those who came said they

were able to do so because the Summit was free. 

Kai and Connect time.

Lunchtimes were 2 hours to allow time for people to

eat, chill and connect. We received lots of positive

feedback about how beneficial it had been to connect

and learn from people in another sector over lunch. We

got lots of feedback to create more chill downtime

spaces like this.

KEY SUMMIT FEATURES

We sought to demonstrate social impact

in every aspect of how we delivered the

summit including sustainabiility.

Kai

The majority of the food and drinks

provided during the four day summit

was rescue food from our partner

KiwiHarvest. This allowed us to provide

free food the entire summit. The

remainder of food came from local

stores through the support of the

Panmure Business Association.

Serving dishes

We partnered with local community

organisations to obtain the community

set of dishes, utensils and mugs which

allowed us to have no single use plates,

cups or utensils.

Waste

Hub Zero provided a paid position for a

young person to sort the recycling,

landfill and compost which significantly

decreased the waste that went to

landfill. It was amazing to finish up a 4

day event and have very little rubbish

go to landfill.

SUSTAINABILITY
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". . .As a start-up aspiring to affect social change in the families and the community; 
finding a place to start is often difficult as social issues are complex.The summit provided
me with the clarity that I needed to get going! I felt more grounded in the problem that I
was trying to solve; I was inspired to better understand who I was working with and I was
able to learn with others what social impact truly meant for us. The planning process was
an eye opener to how co-design methods work. The actual event was an eye opener to
how to effectively create space for freedom of thought and expression as well as an
environment for learning..." (GO founder Ana)

"The exhibition work still sits uncomfortably with me. I found the piece on the
American woman practicing medicine on Nigerian children so alarming. Plus the
white saviour stuff & being faced with my own privileged opportunities and life - as
discussed, food for thought!" (Summit attendee)

"Big ups to the kaupapa you have started. Thanks for having me. Although I don't 
particularly like all this "stuff" these past 2 weeks have validated the need for me to get
over myself and continue to put myself out there for our people.. . it ain't rocket science
what I do because WE ALL do it on the daily - but if I can open up minds then hopefully it
will have a ripple effect and impact the spaces we need to as oppose to relying on a
select few." (Speaker)

"Today I met this gem Fili alongside many beautiful minds who attended and spoke
at A. Social Impact Summit! I feel honoured to be in such a space where I could just
be present and learn (be a sponge) and to hear Fili's speech live on Climate change
my soul cried so many tears physical tears not just from deep within but tears for my
ancestors who have passed on and for my family my posterity yet to come and my
people globally. Thank you, thank you, thank you to the team who prepared such a
beautiful event everyone behind the scenes and for all those who came out and
shared their goodness with us."(Mele)

"Congratulations on the Summit - I think you did an awesome job of making a space to 
share ideas and have some great conversations. For me it was a real treat to be part of an
inquisitive and no pressure space." (Speaker)

"Yesterday I spent some time some time @a.social.impact.summit I was grateful for
the space to slow down, learn & be. Gots to love the reminders from @brenebrown &
calls for self check in throughout the impact exhibition. Quality chats & great mea'ai
for a cold day (bread & soup) as well! Fa'afetai lava @aspargove x @gogiftone x
@rakautautoko I really enjoyed it." (Seka)

"This event was massive. I've done some big ones in the past, and this one, was right up 
there. I wouldn't have wanted to have done it with anyone else, even through all of the
stress and hard work, the load was lighter because we were doing it together." (Rākau
Tautoko)

A participant who has done a Masters in Social Entrepreneurship and Innovation, in
reference to the heropreneurship research found in the impact exhibition, said to us
that this seemed like critical information and messaging that is just completely
missed.
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NEXT STEPS

The feedback we received was overwhelming "we

need more of this", and I think that stems from the

fact that people who felt isolated doing this work

were topped up knowing they aren't alone, that the

good we are all trying to make in the world is being

worked on across so many different layers of life.

The feedback about needing a Summit 2020 was

loud and clear. We will be making a plan and road-

map for the next event. We are not sure what it will

look like and where it will be but we are 100% sure

that the only way it can take place is if the time for

those running the event is resourced and the event

resources and funding needed can be found.

We need diverse spaces to learn about and talk

about Social Impact that feel grounded and grown in

community.




